2019 SUSTAINABILITY REPORT

About this report
Our 2019 sustainability report summarizes
activities, achievements and progress against
our objectives for the calendar year 2019.
For questions or to provide feedback, please
visit our website at:
https://uniglobeletsgotravel.com/
or
email at: felix@letsgosafari.com
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Introduction
Tourism has experienced continued growth and
increased diversification over the last decade
and now the vision of sustainable tourism is well
within our reach. In 2019, sustainability was more
of a buzzword and we believe this will continue
in 2020 as the tourism sector continues to
discover ways to make it both valuable and
sustainable.
At Lets Go Travel Uniglobe, we will continue to
initiate our influence towards sustainable
change as we work towards our mission committed to sustainable travel and tourism.

Highlights for 2019

5 Time winner
Eco warrior award winner

8 Initiatives
Under our 4 sustainability pillars.

716 Hours
Total number of hours volunteered in
our initiatives.

Ksh. 852,260 (USD 8,523)
Amount spent towards our initiatives.

Our mission is built around our four core
sustainability pillars - Livelihood, Education,

46 eco-nzuri [good] properties

Conservation and Community Tourism. These

The number of eco-rated properties sold

are the areas where we aim to create a positive
impact within the company's operations, the
tourism sector and beyond.

as part of our tours.

52 talks
In-house sustainability Tuesday talks by

Our commitment to sustainable travel and
tourism saw us receive various awards and
and honors including the overall winner of

staff and partners.

Eco warrior award , the best tour operator -

an award that recognizes responsible tourism
practices, and receiving Travelife Certified
status – which shows our excellence in
sustainability and sustainable tourism.
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Our Pillars Contribution to Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
We are proud of our core sustainability pillars

This usually happens twice a month and our

and staff volunteerism towards creating a

staff participates by volunteering during the

positive impact towards our business

handout. In 2019 we did an audit so as to

operations, people and the environment as
we aim at transforming the travel experience
into a good cause as tourism is more than just
a holiday.

1. Livelihood - SDG 1, 2 and 4
Over the past few years we have been
supporting our mission through initiatives
that help enrich the lives of many. This has
been done through two of our initiatives; the
Pat Dixson Aid for the Elderly in Limuru which
assist the elderly (over 70 years), those with
disabilities and few special cases of HIV with
food and clothing where possible so as to
improve their livelihood.

streamline the running of the initiative and
to ensure that the intended purpose was
met. Currently we have a total of 228
members (53 men and 175 women), plus an
additional 100 or more awaiting registration
who do benefit from the handout.
The second initiative is Keep Her in School
which aims at improving the attendance and
academic performance of adolescent girls in
one secondary school (Kalalu Secondary
School) and four primary schools (Kalalu
Primary School, Ndemu Primary School,
Umande Primary School and Gakeu Primary
School) in Nanyuki area.

Distribution of sanitary towels to the girls

This is achieved by distributing sanitary
towels three times a year (at the beginning
of each term) to the secondary school and
class eight girls in the primary schools. We
also facilitated a comprehensive
reproductive and hygiene talks with the girls.

Aid for the elderly in Limuru

Health talk with the girls
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i. Internal Sessions

Since its inception, our weekly Sustainable
Tuesday Meetings continue to inspire our
staff to drive the change and further embed
sustainability not only into the business but
also in their personal lives.
During these meetings we inform each
other on different aspects such as briefing
the team on various initiatives within our
four pillars and also discussing on various
issues in the tourism. For example, we
Distribution of sports equipment at Gakeu Primary School

Finally, Gakeu Primary School had
something to smile about as our
Managing Director and his associates
assisted in levelling of the school’s
playing field and also donated sports
equipment.

grouped ourselves in teams of twos
between October and December, where we
discussed on the links between the 17 SDGs
and sustainable tourism.
The internal sessions are further
strengthened by our suppliers and partners
who we invite to come and share with us on
what they are doing in achieving the SDGs.
In 2019 we had four airlines who presented
to us: Kenya Airways – presented on their
pillars (education, water, environmental
conservation,resource mobilization projects,
health & sanitation); South African Airways
– presented on the environment along with
safety and security; British Airways –
presented on how they manage their
business responsibly, being a good
neighbor, reducing their environmental
impact and celebrating diversity; and lastly

First scoccer match after levelling of the field

2. Education – SDG 4

Safarilink Air – presented on their

sustainable practices and CSR activities
focused on preserving nature and

We believe that as a tourism business we

improving lives of communities in

have a significant role to play in educating

destinations that they serve.

our staff, customers, partners, suppliers and

We also engaged our partners Ecotourism

local communities on their contributions

Kenya who presented on Eco rating

towards the SDGs. We have achieved this
through our communications, training
programs both within and outside our
business operations and through supporting
the schools we are working with..

Certification Scheme and Sustainable
Travel and Tourism Agenda (STTA) who

trained us on "being a champion who
inspires sustainable travel within Kenya and
beyond."
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ii. External

three winners who were awarded books to

We continued our participation in Young

introduce and improve their understanding

Change Makers Program with our

of birds.

partners STTA which actively engage
undergraduate university students
pursuing tourism and conservation and
mentor them to be sustainability
ambassadors. In 2019 we engaged a total of
12 universities and also facilitated a
breakfast meeting which was a
motivational event for students and faculty
members from these universities.

Headteacher of Kalalu Primary School presenting the award
to the best essay writer.

Through our partnership with Sustainable
Travel & Tourism Agenda, the Sustainable
Tourism Africa Summit 2019 was convened
Group photo after one of the seminars at USIU

which attracted close to 140 delegates,
representing 12 countries to motivate
confidence in sustainability in tourism.
The theme for the summit was “Redesigning
the product, business and practice for a
sustainable and inclusive tourism growth in
Africa.”

3. Conservation - SDG 13
As a tour operator, the careful stewardship of
Student panelists being awarded at Kenyatta University

the environment starts with our business. The
impacts of climate change are significant

As part of education initiative, we have an

and it is our role to protect our business,

essay competition organized each year for

customers, local communities and the

the class eight pupils from four primary

tourism sector from future climate risks. At

schools in Nanyuki. The pupils are given an

Lets Go Travel Uniglobe, we mitigate this by

environmentally related topic which their

planting and nurturing trees, efficiency in our

essays should cover and at least one winner

operations and supporting organizations

is chosen from each school that submits

working towards finding solutions on climate

their entries. The 2019 theme was “Causes

change.

of pollution in our area” and there were
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Tree planting with the form ones at Kalalu Secondary school

Tree planted 3 years ago

Tree planting is the biggest and cheapest

For statistics on the success rate of the

ways of taking carbon emissions out of the

seedballs, visit Seedballs Kenya website.

atmosphere to tackle the climate crisis.

We had one energetic team that participated

Our Adopt a Tree initiative with the five
schools in Nanyuki has been impressive
and in 2019, our third year, we distributed
163 seedlings where each of the four
primary schools received 10 fruit, 5 cedar
and 5 grevillea trees and the secondary
received 15 fruit, 34 cedar and 34 grevillea
trees.

in the annual Forest Challenge event that is
meant to raise awareness amongst Kenyans
on the importance of forests and the threats
of deforestation organized by the East
African Wild Life Society. With the venue
being Kereita-Aberdare Forest, the forest
event gives participants an excellent and
unique opportunity to interact with nature

Within the office we had a challenge

by taking part in competitive yet fun

among the staff to see who would plant

activities.

the most trees during the rainy season (July
to October) and the result was remarkable.
We managed to plant over 500 trees and
these will be cared for by individual staff.
Let alone our Managing Director who had
planted over 600 trees on his land in
April/May 2019.
For our eco-nzuri [good] tours , we have
given out over 100 reusable stainless steel
water bottles and over 100 packets of

Our team during the 2019 Forest Challenge

seedballs (each having 250 seedballs) to

The office waste is collected by takataka

our clients going on safari. The aim is to

solutions who later sort it into more than 40

sensitize our clients to stop using

waste fractions. The major categories being

disposable plastic which has a dreadful

organic waste, dry recyclables (paper, plastic,

effect on the environment and for them to

metal and glass) and residual waste. Visit

plant and nurture trees so as to help

their website to see how they are solving the

mitigate climate change.

waste issue.
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4. Community Tourism -SDG 8

Winding up

Lets Go Travel Uniglobe is committed to

Our commitment for sustainable travel and

supporting local enterprises along our

tourism remains a key priority as we

supply chain such as community run

continue to not only impact the

accommodation facilities and promoting

environment in which we operate in but

local culture and products through our

also that of our customers and staff.

information programs and channels for

Sustainability should be considered as an

customers. We aim at providing

evolution in tourism and not as trend. With

opportunities for decent work and enhance

this in mind, we believe that our customers

tourism positive socio-economic impacts.

can have the trip of their dreams while also

Through our signature experiences, we have

caring for the planet and people.

been promoting community owned and run

Thank you for taking the time to read our

accommodation facilities. Lastly, we

2019 sustainability report. Please let us

participated in a familiarization trip to

know at: felix@letsgosafari.com if you have

Laikipia as part of Green Tour Kenya project

any feedback or suggestions; we would love

where we assessed the community-based

to hear them.

organizations' products and services so that

Also visit our website to download past

we as a tour company could promote them.

sustainability reports, back to 2014, and
also see our latest offers and news.

Our signature experience promoting community-based
tourism
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Appendix
Our pillars

Initiatives

Keep her in school

Livelihood

Pat Dixson’s Aid
for the Elderly

Sports - Gakeu
Primary School

Young Change
Makers
Education

Corporate
membership
Conservation

Forest Challenge

Adopt a tree

Community
Tourism

GreenTour Kenya
Project

Facts

Amount
(Ksh.)

Time
(Hours)

Giving hygiene talks and
providing sanitary towels to girls
in 5 schools.

66,000

43

Assisting in the handout of
food stuff to the elderly and in
need children in Limuru town.

75,000

262

Buying of sports equipment.

42,000

6

Participating in inter- university
seminars and mentoring the
youths pursuing tourism and
conservation degree courses in
sustainable tourism
development.

440,000

300

East Africa Wildlife Society

25, 000

2

Nature Kenya

30, 000

3.

Laikipia Wildlife Forum

20,000

-

Ecotourism Kenya

15,000

5

Travelife

24,200

-

Friends of Nairobi Arboretum

25,000

8

Friends of Nairobi National Park

15,000

-

Participation in the annual
forest event at KereitaAberdare Forest.

42,000

8

Tree planting event with 5
schools in Nanyuki area

28,560

7

4,500

72

Visiting 3 community-based
tourism organizations.

Total

852,260

716

Amount spent and time voluteered towards our sustainability initiatives
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